**Special Session**

**Title:** Data enrichment and transformation in the LOD context: Poor and popular vs. rich and lonely—Can't we achieve both?

**Session Abstract**

Organizations such as libraries who are working on the exposure of their legacy metadata as linked and possibly open data are confronted with a controversial challenge. On the one hand, taking the benefit of Semantic Web technologies to transform or create Library information implies use of rather complicated mechanisms, and domain-specific vocabularies in order to make the most of bibliographic information in a Linked Data context—to make linked data work properly, they need to align and group information using a variety of rich vocabularies even if some of this information remains hidden to the end-user. On the other hand, it seems challenging to combine this approach with a broad and interoperable dissemination of the data among communities outside of the library world, which is a major objective of Linked Data projects—to encourage broader communities to reuse Library data and encourage new combinations and confrontations between datasets to make libraries more useful in the Web environment. How specific or generic should we be? Is this an "either or" situation or can we think of another way to serve our various datasets according to a diversity of needs, specifications and expectations from heterogeneous communities? In other words, are we really doomed to be poor (in our data models and vocabularies) in order to be popular?
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